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16. Industrial Platinum Resistance Thermometers

Industrial platinum resistance thermometers (IPRTs) are constructed from platinum of
a lower quality than is used for SPRTs; typically, values of W(H2O b.p.) range from 1.385 to
1.3925 and values of residual resistance from 10-3 to 2 x 10-2. Since IPRT design must
provide sufficient reproducibility in the presence of shocks, vibration, high pressure and other
hostile environments such as are found in industrial applications, it does not comply with
some requirements of the ITS-90, such as strain-free mounting of the wire. Therefore IPRTs
are less reproducible than SPRTs. Nevertheless, it is possible to select IPRTs that are only
an order of magnitude less reproducible than SPRTs and in a restricted temperature range
this difference might be even smaller. In particular environments an IPRT can be even more
reproducible than an SPRT where, of course, an SPRT would not be considered for use
anyway. Although this chapter delineates many of the drawbacks of IPRTs, we must
emphasize that they are among the most-commonly-used thermometers. It is possible to
purchase IPRT elements of a selected design or configuration at relatively low cost, to
assemble them into sheaths with a minimum of laboratory practice, to anneal them at
450 °C, and finally to calibrate them according to one of the proposed schemes and so
obtain an approximation to the ITS-90 to within about ± 50 mK between -180 to 0 °C, and
within about ± 10 mK between 0 and 420 °C [Actis and Crovini (1982), Bass and Connolly
(1980), and Connolly (1982)].

16.1 Quality of Industrial Platinum Resistance Thermometers
IPRTs are manufactured in a great variety of models and the actual fabrication has a
definite influence on their metrological quality. The accuracies discussed in Section 16.2 for
IPRTs can be achieved only with thermometers that are suitably stable. This variability led to
the specifications codes discussed in Section 16.3 which allow a minimum level of uniformity
in the thermometer characteristics. The tolerances allowed are wide (~ 0.2 °C to 2 °C),
however, so they are satisfactory only for the more common industrial uses.
A wide variety of techniques have been devised for winding the platinum wire (Fig.
16.1 a). Many thermometers are formed by winding a fine wire or coil on a glass support and
imbedding the winding in glass. This can introduce strain into the wires and cause
contamination of the wires at higher operating temperatures. The configuration so far
introduced that offers the best stability [Actis and Crovini (1982)] and the lowest hysteresis
[Curtis (1982)] is that in which a platinum coil is supported inside the
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Fig. 16.1:

(a) Fabrication of IPRTs: wire-wound;
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Fig. 16.1:

(b) Fabrication of IPRTs: thick film [Curtis (1982)].
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capillaries of a twin- (or four-) bore, high-purity-alumina insulator. Either the use of a cement
to clamp one side of the coil to the capillary wall or, preferably, the insertion of soft alumina
powder prevents the platinum coil from vibrating freely and helps in achieving good
reproducibility in industrial applications. IPRTs having the platinum wire fully embedded in
cement or hard glass (as above) and thick-film IPRTs (as below) do not afford a comparable
reproducibility. Advances in thick film technology led to the development of resistance
thermometers having a deposited platinum ink as the detecting element, rather than a
platinum wire. These films are deposited on ceramic wafers in a variety of forms (Fig. 16.1
b), including the standard detector size of 3 mm diameter by 25 mm long. They also match
the specifications of the national and international codes. One advantage of film sensors
appears to be that they are less susceptible to mechanical shock and so are more rugged
than conventional wire-wound detectors. However, they can suffer from strain due to
differential thermal expansion.

16.1.1 Stability
A wire-wound thermometer is a delicate instrument since strain in the platinum wire
causes a change in electrical resistance and so a shift of the W(T) versus T relationship.
Also, change in impurity concentration (such as oxidation) affects the thermometric
properties [Berry (1982a), (1982b)]. Therefore PRTs should be tested for stability with time
on thermal cycling between extreme temperatures in the expected range of operation. For
example, Mangum and Evans (1982) investigated the stability upon thermal cycling and
handling of 60 IPRTs from 5 manufacturers. Most of them exhibited calibration drifts,
instability caused by moisture, and hysteresis. After cycling to 235 °C, one-half of the
thermometers showed changes in R(0 °C) larger than the equivalent of 15 mK and onequarter larger than 50 mK. Comparable results were obtained in other experiments [Sinclair
et al. (1972), Curtis (1982)]. Actis and Crovini (1982), Connolly (1982) and Bass and
Connolly (1980), on the other hand, found rather better behaviour. Most of the national
codes give tolerances for the permitted variation in resistance after a given number of
thermal cycles.
IPRTs exhibit hysteresis on thermal cycling; this means that the IPRT may have
different but reproducible R vs T relationships depending upon the thermal history of the
thermometer and on whether a given temperature is being approached from lower or higher
temperatures [Curtis (1982)]. A typical example is shown in Fig. 16.2. The span or width of
the hysteresis loop can be correlated with W(H2O b.p.) as shown in Fig. 16.3. For different
thermometer constructions the hysteresis effect can be different. The user is
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Fig. 16.2:

A typical example of hysteresis in an IPRT [Curtis (1982)].

Fig. 16.3:

Correlation between width of hysteresis loop and R(H20 b.p.)/R(0 °C) for
industrial platinum resistance thermometers cycled between -200 °C and :
200 °C [after Curtis (1982)].
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advised to choose the thermometer type that exhibits the smallest hysteresis span. Similar
effects have been observed by Besley and Kemp (1983) and Chattle (1977) on cycling
between 100 °C and -200 °C.
It follows then that a procedure should be developed to bring the IPRTs into a stable
state that is needed for accurate measurements. Since the hysteresis behaviour is caused
by reversible changes in resistance from annealed to strained conditions in the platinum (at
least below the temperature range where hysteresis due to reversible oxidation of the
platinum can also occur), this means that the IPRT must be strained for work below room
temperature and annealed for work above room temperature and, subsequently, all thermal
cycling must never exceed the limits of this stabilization thermal cycle. Consequently, since
the thermometer is almost always stored at room temperature, this temperature must not be
substantially crossed after stabilization at any temperature below 100 K (strained) or at
200 °C to 450 °C (annealed).
Another reason for hysteresis is connected with moisture inside the encapsulation
(most of the IPRTs are not hermetically sealed) [Mangum (1984)] which acts as a shunting
resistance on the platinum wire. Moisture was observed to produce changes as large as 35
mK on sensor cycling between 0 °C and 40 °C. Moisture (69% of the cases) rather than
strain (19% of the cases) was believed to account for most of the drift in IPRTs as a result of
tests on 94 IPRTs in the range 0°-100 °C (and with annealing up to 235 °C).
IPRTs are generally produced to match the (inter-) national codes but the production
is not 100% reliable [Chattle (1975)]. Tests are therefore necessary to select thermometers
that match within closer tolerances.
Many experiments have been done, especially below 650 °C, to evaluate the stability
of IPRTs (the distinction between instability and hysteresis is slight, but the latter is
considered to be reversible). These have involved, in total, about 250 thermometers in about
80 batches and models from most of the manufacturers. Most of the thermometers had
R(0 °C) = 100 Ω, and most of the tests were in the range -50 °C to 250 °C. There was not
much uniformity in the results. Some thermometers were stable to within 5 mK, many to
within 10 mK, and most to within 50 mK. Increasing the test range to 420 °C did not affect
the results much. Instability increases rapidly at higher temperatures; drifts in R(0 °C)
equivalent to from 0.2 K to several kelvins can be expected. Figures 16.4-16.7 show
examples of instability in tests of various batches of thermometers.

16.1.2 Self-heating
In measuring the electrical resistance of the thermometer it is impossible not to
dissipate thermal energy by Joule heating. Consequently there exists a difference between
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Fig. 16.4:

Histogram showing the amount of the shift in R(0 °C) after a single exposure
to liquid oxygen following stabilization at 450 °C for a group of 18 industrial
platinum resistance thermometers having R(0 °C) = 100 Ω [Actis and Crovini
(1982)].

Fig. 16.5:

Changes in R(0 °C) for seven industrial platinum resistance thermometers
after 10 cycles between 20 °C and -196 °C (with occasional measurement
also of R(100 °C): A, measurement of R(0 °C); B, measurement of R(100 °C);
C, measurement of R(0 °C); D, ten cycles between 293 K and 77 K; E,
measurement of R(0 °C); F, ten cycles between 293 K and 77 K; G,
measurement of R(0 °C); H, ten cycles between 293 K and 77 K; J,
measurement of R(0 °C); K, measurement of R(100 °C); L, measurement of
R(0 °C); M, ten cycles between 293 K and 77 K; N, measurement of R(0 °C);
[after Besley and Kemp (1983)].
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Fig. 16.6:

Distribution of the rate of drift of R(0 °C) due to exposure to 260 °C for up to
100 hours for a group of 87 IPRTs [Connolly (1982)].

Fig. 16.7:

Histogram of the maximum equivalent temperature change in R(0 °C) during
ten 24 hour exposures to 235 °C for a group of 98 IPRTs [Mangum (1984)].
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the temperature of the thermometer and that of the medium being measured. This difference
is a function of the thermal characteristics of the thermometer and its coefficient of thermal
exchange with the medium. It is proportional to the square of the thermometer current (i).
Commonly, the PRT resistance is measured at 1 mA and √2 mA, plotted as a function of i2,
and extrapolated linearly to 0 mA. One can therefore evaluate the influence of the selfheating by measuring the variation of thermometer resistance with measuring current.

16.1.3 Response Time
Just as with self-heating, the response time of a thermometer depends upon both the
characteristics of the thermometer and of the medium in which it is immersed. There are two
methods to determine the response time. The first consists of immersing the thermometer in
a fluid, measuring the response time under these conditions, and then by similarity deducing
the response time in the medium to be used. The second method consists of studying, in
situ, the response of the thermometer by using the thermometer resistance itself as a
heating element. Then, by analyzing this response one can obtain the response time through
the use of an algorithm [e.g. Kerlin et al. (1982)].

16.2 Interpolation Equations for Industrial Platinum Resistance Thermometers*
In principle, any of the approximations of Section 8.2 can also be used with IPRTs,
although within some (generally unknown) broader limits of accuracy, but in practice few of
them have been. Recall also that the techniques described here have been tested for
sensors mounted by the experimenters in suitable glass or metal sheaths and not in the
manufacturers' rugged sheaths meant for industrial applications. It is not known if the same
accuracies apply in the latter case. No simple approximation for use above about 200 °C is
yet available. The two most-used techniques are:
(a)

Polynomials for W(t68) versus t68:
For secondary realizations extending above 0 °C it is possible to interpolate
between fixed-point measurements with polynomials relating W(t68) to t68 similar
to the defining equations of the IPTS-68. There are two distinctly different
aspects that limit the accuracy of such realizations: one is the inherent
irreproducibility of the IPRTs themselves, both repeatedly with one thermometer

_________________________________________________________________________
*

As in Section 8.2, these approximations were originally devised with reference to the
IPTS-68, and so many of the equations in this section still carry an IPTS-68 designation.
Generalization to the ITS-90 is straightforward.
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and between different thermometers; the other is the indifferent agreement of
the interpolating equation with the IPTS-68. There are not many data available
on the accuracy that may be obtained. Actis and Crovini (1982) use the
equations
W(t') = 1 + At' + Bt'2

and


 t
t

 t  t
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(16.1)

(16.2)

where t1 and t2 are the temperatures of the fixed points used to evaluate A and
B, and γ is a constant determined by calibration at a third fixed point. They tested
these equations with 20 IPRTs from 6 manufacturers over the temperature
ranges 0 °C to 420 °C or 0 °C to 330 °C, depending upon the particular IPRT.
They found rather close agreement between the calibration constants of all
thermometers but one, although two had to be calibrated in a restricted range.
For a sub-group of 15 IPRTs from 5 manufacturers, all having the same
configuration (sensing element diameter between 2.5 and 3.5 mm, length
between 15 and 30 mm, multi-bore alumina insulator containing a minimally
constrained platinum coil, operation up to 500 °C) the agreement provided by
Equations 16.1 and 16.2 was better. In the range from 0 °C to 420 °C, with A, B
and γ determined from calibrations at the steam, zinc, and tin points respectively,
the 15 thermometers showed a mean difference with respect to the IPTS-68 of
(3.6 ± 2.7) mK at 327 °C and of (-4.2 ± 1.5) mK at 150 °C (one-standarddeviation estimates). The stability of R(0 °C) for these IPRTs upon repeated
cycles between 0 °C and 450 °C and 0 °C and -190 °C was always inside
± 5 mK, and for 13 of them better than ± 2 mK. If Eq. (16.2) was omitted, the
differences with respect to the IPTS-68 at 327 °C and 150 °C were
(45 ± 5.9) mK and (16 ± 1.8) mK respectively. In this latter case, a maximum
difference of about 50 mK was reached between 250 °C and 300 °C. Using both
equations with different calibration points, provided they were reasonably
spaced, produced equivalent results.
(b)

Besley and Kemp (1983) investigated a group of 27 IPRTs having W(H20 b.p.) in
the range 1.3912 to 1.3923. They first stabilized the ice-point resistance of the
thermometers by thermal cycling between 77 K and 273 K. They then used the
ice point and the oxygen boiling point as the reference temperatures in a
Z-function (Eq. 8.5) related to T by
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Z(T ) =

8

∑a T

i

(16.3)

i

i =0

and found an inaccuracy of ± 0.035 K from 70 K to 273 K.
( c)

A simple polynomial fit of degree 2 to 4 for W(t) against t is frequently a good
approximation depending upon the range and the number of calibration points.
Calibrations accurate to within ± 20 mK can usually be obtained with a quadratic
fit to 5 to 10 points in the range -50 °C to 200 °C. Connolly (1982) and Bass and
Connolly (1980) found that a cubic equation
W(t) = 1 + at + bt2 + ct3

(16.4)

fitted 87 wire-wound IPRTs (that came largely from one manufacturer) from 0 °C
to 250 °C to within ± 10 mK. Selected thermometers were better than this.
However, with thick film sensors the uncertainty was as high as ± 35 mK.
(d)

Above 100 K the Callendar and Callendar-Van Dusen equations can be used
with IPRTs with the coefficients determined from least-squares fits to calibrations
at from 5 to 15 temperatures, depending upon the range. Such fits are typically
uncertain to a few tens of millikelvins.

16.3 National and International Specifications for IPRTs*

Various organizations, including the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
and the International Organization of Legal Metrology (OIML), have promulgated
specifications and manufacturing tolerances for IPRTs*. The relationship between R and t68
is generated from the Callendar and Callendar-Van Dusen equations
R(t68)/R(0 °C) = 1 + At68 + Bt682

and

R(t68)/R(0 °C) = 1 + At68 + Bt682 + Ct683 (t68-100 °C)

t68 ≥ 0 °C

(16.5)

t68 < 0 °C .

(16.6)

Two sets of values of the coefficients A, B, C typical of IPRTs with W(H2O b.p.) = 1.385 and
1.391 respectively are used (Tables 16.2, 16.3). The equation (or tables derived
_________________________________________________________________________
* Since these international specifications and tolerances have not yet been reformulated to
refer directly to the ITS-90, they are summarized here with their IPTS-68 designations.
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therefrom) can then be used with any IPRT that has the specified R(0 °C) and W(H20 b.p.) to
give temperatures accurate to within specified tolerances. These tolerances (the ones
specified by IEC (1983) are shown in Fig. 16.8) vary with the temperature, having minimum
values of a few tenths of a °C at 0 °C, rising to about ± 0.5 °C (Class A) and ± 1.3 °C (Class
B) at -200 °C and to several °C above 600 °C. These, naturally, are much larger than the
uncertainty that results with a calibrated thermometer. The thermometer specifications
currently and formerly issued by various standards organizations are summarized in Table
16.1. If one IPRT is interchanged for another nominally the same, temperature readings can
differ by up to several degrees, depending upon the value of temperature. The tables issued
by OIML (1985) for platinum with values of W(H20 b.p.) = 1.385 and 1.391 are reproduced
here as Tables 16.2 (the same numerically as the equivalent table of IEC (1983)) and 16.3
respectively. The tables are in the form of R(t68)/R(0 °C) as a function of temperature.
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Fig. 16.8:

Tolerances for industrial platinum resistance thermometers as specified by
IEC (1983).

